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Abstract. An approach for a simple, general, and unified theory of effectivity on sets with 
cardinality not greater than that of the continuum is presented. A standard theory of effectivity 
on F = {f : N 3 N} has been developed in a previous paper. By representations 6: B--* M this theory 
is extended to other sets M. Topological and recursion theoretical properties of representations 
are studied, where the final topology of a representation plays an essential role. It is shown that 
for any separable T,-space an (up to equivalence) unique admissible representation can be defined 
which reflects the topological properties correctly. 
1. Introduction 
Definitions of Type 2 computability, i.e., computability on sets with cardinality 
not greater than that of the continuum, have been given in several ways (see, e.g., 
[4, 11, lo]). Most of these definitions are equivalent or at least dependent from each 
other but there is no generally accepted approach as in the case of computability 
on denumerable sets. 
This paper presents the concept of representations as a foundation for a unified 
Type 2 computability theory. Its basic idea is that real world computers cannot 
operate on abstract elements of a set A4 but only on names. We have chosen the 
set IF of sequences of natural numbers as a standard set of names and have defined 
computability on lF explicitly (see [12]). Computability on other sets M can then 
be derived from computability on lF by means of representations, i.e., (partial) 
mappings from IF onto M. The same computability theory could be obtained by 
using sets like P, as standard sets but considering the applications of our theory IF 
seems to be the better one. For example, infinite objects are often defined by 
sequences of finite objects (e.g., Cauchy sequences, chains etc.) and not by sets of 
finite objects. Furthermore, the computation model for functions on IF is easy to 
understand and allows studying computational complexity. 
Computable functions turn out to be continuous in general, and in most cases 
functions which are not computable are not even continuous. Hence, topological 
considerations are fundamental for Type 2 theory, and continuity w.r.t. representa- 
tions will also be studied. Therefore, two versions of Type 2 theory are developed 
simultaneously, a topological (t-) and a computable (c-) one. 
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2.4. Example. Homeomorphisms I7”” : F n + IF and ncco’ : IF” -+ IF can be defined by 
IF’)(p) := p, 
We shall use 
(PI, - * . , p,) := 17’“‘( p1, . . . , P,> and (pi>i := fl’“‘(P,, PI, * - -)- 
n, := (@“‘)-’ and & := (IZ’“‘)-’ are the standard representations of IF” and ffN. 
2.5. Example. For i E N, p E IF let (i, p)( 0) := i, (i, p)( n + 1) := p(n). Then the function 
17:N xIF-, IF defined by n(i, p) := (i, p) is a homeomorphism. lIl-’ is the standard 
representation of N XIF. 
For formulating effectivity properties of theorems, functions, predicates, etc., we 
introduce the concept of correspondences (or multivalued functions). 
A correspondence is a triple f = (M, M’, P) where P E M x M’. 
Define 
domf:={xEM)(3yEM’)(x,y)EP}, . 
range f:= { y E M’I (3x E M) (x, y) E P}. 
2.6. Definition. Let 6, S’ be representations of M respectively M’ and let f = 
(M, M’, P) be a correspondence. Then f is called weakZy (6, 6’)-t- (c-) e&dive iff 
there is some (computable) r E [IF + IF] such that 
(Sq, S’rq) E P for all q E S-’ dom f: 
The correspondence f is called (6, 8’) -t (c-) e$ective iff, in addition, 
r(q) is undefined for all q E S-‘(M\dom f). 
A correspondence f = (M, M’, P) with ((x, y’) E P A (x, z’) E P) + y’ = z’ is called 
a partial function and is denoted byf: M--*M’. Therefore, Definition 2.6 is applicable 
to partial functions. 
A function f: M --* M’ is weakly (8, S’)-effective if the following diagram com- 
mutes for some r E [IF + IF]: 
r 
IF --------+ f  
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For (strong) (8, a’)-effectively, r must also respect dom f: Therefore (6, S’)-effective 
correspondences have natural domains. 
(6, v)-effectivity of a correspondence S= (M, S, P) where v is a numbering of a 
set S is defined accordingly using [IF -+ fV] instead of [IF + ff]. It is easy to see that our 
definition of effective correspondences generalizes Ershov’s [5] definition of com- 
putability on numbered sets. For convenience we shall say ‘continuous’ instead of 
‘t-effective’ and ‘computable’ instead of ‘c-effective’. 
In recursion theory, the r.e. sets are the domains of computable functions and 
the recursive sets are defined by computable characteristic functions. The corre- 
sponding definitions in Type 2 theory are as follows. 
2.7. Definition. Let 6 be a representation of M. For any A E M define 
d,z,:=(M,N,AxN), 
c A:=(~,N,{(x,O)~XEA}~{(Y,~)~YEM\A}). 
(1) A is 6- (c-) open iff dA is (6, id,)-t- (c-) effective. 
(2) A is & (c-) c/open iff CA is (8, idN) -t- (c-) effective. 
Usually we shall say ‘provable’ instead of ‘c-open’ and ‘decidable’ instead of 
‘c-clopen’. Note that a set A E M is &open (clopen) iff 6-‘A is open (clopen) in 
dom 6. 
Representation-effective functions are closed under composition. 
2.8. Lemma. Let the Si’S be representations of Mj (i = 1,2,3). Let f: M, --+ M2 be 
(S,, &)-computable and g: M2--* M3 be (S,, &)-computable. 
Then gof: MI--* M3 is (a,, &)-computable. 
The proof immediately follows by composition of the operators computingf and 
g. A corresponding version can be proved for ‘continuous’, ‘weakly-computable’, 
and ‘weakly-continuous’ instead of ‘computable’. Note that, for g strongly (t&, v)- 
effective, a similar lemma does not hold. 
From given representations certain new representations can be constructed. We 
shall introduce some of these. 
2.9. Definition. Let Si be representations of Mi (i E N) and let v be a numbering 
of s. 
(1) The representation [Si]i of the set of sequences MO X MI X * * - is defined by 
( pi)i E dom[ Si]i :e (Vi)pi E dom 6i, 
If (Vi) Si = 6, we write 8” instead of [Si]i. 
(2) The representation [aI, . . . , 6, ] of the finite product MI x . * * x M, (respec- 
tively 6”: IF --+ X y=, Mi) can be defined accordingly. 
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(3) The representation [u, S] of S x M is defined by 
(i, p) E dom[ v, S] :e i E dom Y and p E dom S, 
I?, w,P):= (49, QP)). 
If M = {x} and (Vp E IF) S(p) =x, we write 6, instead of [v, S] since S x M is 
isomorphic with S. 
(4) The representation [ 8, + SJ of all the (S,, &)-continuous functions is defined 
by 
p E dom[ 61 + S,] 
:a 
1 
t,&, (dom 8,) c dom S2 and 
(Vq, 0 dom W&q = &q’*&&(q) = &&,(q’)), 
[S, -+ S,](p)(x) := Q,&(q) for some arbitrary q E 6,‘(x). 
(5) The representation og of all the S-open subsets of M is defined by 
p E dom o6 :@ (Vq, q’e dom 8) (Sq = Sq’Jxp(q) = ,yp(q’)), 
w~( p) := G(dom xP) whenever p E dom Q. 
(6) A representation & of all the S-clopen subsets of M can be defined similarly. 
The following examples show that different representations of a set may imply 
different kinds of continuity and computability. 
(1) The function Union: ( Po)N+ P, with Union(A,, A,, . . .) := Uj Ai is (Ml”, MI)- 
computable but not even weakly (82, &)-continuous. 
(2) The function Complement: P, + P, with Complement(A) := N\A is (&, a,,)- 
computable but not even weakly (Ml, Ml)-continuous. 
The proof is easy; in case of negative results one can never decide in finitely 
many steps whether a natural number n is not in Union( S,dpO), s,,( pl), . . .) or 
whether n will not appear in the range of a function p E 5. 
A representation may be changed in a certain way without changing the kind of 
effectivity defined by it. 
2.10. Definition (Reducibility and equivalence of representations). For any two 
representations 6, 8’ of M (respectively M’) we define 
SG, 6’ :G M c M’ and idM,M,M, is (8, #)-t-effective, 
c-reducibility (G J and c-equivalence (= J is defined accordingly. 
2.11. Lemma. Let 6, 8’ be representations of M. Then the following properties are 
equivalent : 
(1) 6a,S’. 
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(2) For any representation S,:F--+M, and anyf: M,--*M: f is (weakZy) (6,, 6)-t- 
eflective af is (weakly) (&, 6’)-t-eflective. 
(3) For any representation S2 : IF --+M2 andanyg: M--+M,: gis (weakly) (S’, 6,)-t- 
efective *g is (weakly) (6, 8,) -t-e@ective. 
The proof immediately follows from Lemma 2.8. 
Since Lemma 2.11 also holds for the computable (c-) case it is easy to see that 
two representations are t- (c-) equivalent if and only if they induce the same 
continuity (computability) theory. Especially t- (c-) equivalent representations define 
the same continuous (computable) functions and the same (c-) open and (c-) clopen 
sets. Furthermore, equivalence can be transferred to the derived representations (in 
the sense of Definition 2.9). 
2.12. Lemma. Let 6, (6 :) be representations of Mi (M :) ( i E N) and let v ( v’) be a 
numbering of S (S’). 
(1) (Vi6 n) SiGt 6: ---I [s,,...,~,l~,rs~,...,s~l, 
(2) (Vi) Si6, Sf * Lsili s t [sII~ 
The properties (l), (3), (4), and (5) hold correspondingly 
but a computable version of (2) would require reducibility 
we can only formulate the simple version, 
for the computable case 
uniform in i. Therefore, 
Proof. (l)-(3) Let ri E [IF +F] such that S,(p) = SiTi whenever p E dom 6i and 
let f be partial recursive with v(i) = v’f( i) for i E dom Y. 
Define, for (l), r( pO, . . . , p,) := (I-‘,( pO), . . . , r,(P,)), for (2), r(Pi)i’=(C(Pi))i, 
and, for (31, W, P> := (f(i), G( PI>. 
(4) Suppose 8; = &I’ and 6* = &A. By the utm- and smn-theorem there is some 
total 2 E [IF + IF] with 
6=(,,(q) = &,Uq) for every p, q E IF. 
Hence, for every p E dom[6, + S,], x E M,, 
1% * %I( P)(X) = rs: + ~;l~(p)(~). 
(5) Suppose 8, = Sir There is some total 2 E [IF+ IF) with 
xzc&) = xJ(q) for every p, q E dom r. 
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It follows that ws;( p) = S,T-’ dom xP = o$(p) forp E dom 06, and 6&(q) = &,JW 
whenever q E dom &;. ??
The class of representations with the relation d t ( d J is a preorder and therefore 
for any set Y of representations the following sets are well-defined: 
Sup, Y := (6 16 is a least upper bound of Y w.r.t. d t}, 
Inf, Y := (6 ( S is a greatest lower bound of Y w.r.t. G t}, 
and accordingly Sup, Y and Inf, Y. 
Clearly Sup Y and Inf Y are either empty or consist exactly of a single equivalence 
class. 
2.13. Theorem. Let S, and S2 be representations. Dejine 5 and s’ by 
dom_S:={(p,,Pz))PiEdom Si (i=1,2) and 61p,=S2p2}, 
and 
HPl, I%):= 4(P*) whenever ( pl, p2) E dom 6, 
Slq ifp=2qandqEdom6,, 
s(p) := S,q ifp = 2q + 1 and q E dom S2,’ 
div otherwise 
(where (2q)( n) = 2 - q(n), etc.). Then 
The proof is immediate, and therefore omitted. 
Let M1 and Mz be the sets represented by 8, and Sz. Then _S is a representation 
of M, n M, and s represents M, u M2. Therefore, we shall use the notations 
Z&n&:=_6 and 6,u&:=& 
The following example explains the relation between the representations Ml and 
Scf of P,. 
2.14. Example. Let M be the enumeration representation of P, and ScI be the 
representation of P, by characteristic functions. Then &-E Inf,{M, Ml’} (where 
tW( p) := N\M,). 
The proof is similar to the proof of “A set is recursive iff it is r.e. and its 
complement is r.e.“. 
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3. Recursion-theoretical properties of representations 
In this section, precompleteness (see [5]) is studied for representations. Most of 
the interesting representations are precomplete. The recursion theorem and Rice’s 
theorem are consequences of precompleteness. Any representation S of a set M 
induces a canonical numbering V, of the computable elements of A4. The relation 
between 6 and vs is studied. 
We shall start with precompleteness and give some examples. 
3.1. Definition. A representation 6: F-- ??A4 is called t- (c-) precomplete iff for every 
(computable) r E [E + F] there is some (computable) total A E [F + E] such that 
ST(P) = 60) whenever p E dom r 
3.2. Examples. ( 1) The enumeration representation MI : F + P, is c-precomplete. 
(2) The representations 1/1,$ and x are c-precomplete. 
Proof. (1) Let r:F--*IF be computable and let p be an oracle-Turing-machine 
computing f (see [12]). For every input p E F let f(p)(i) E N u {E} be the information 
written onto the output tape by F at step i. 
Define T:lF+F by 
if i’(p)(i) = E, 
otherwise . 
Then A is computable and Ml,, Pj = lU,-cP, holds for every p E dom K Note that tUd( Pj 
is finite if p E dom 1: 
(2) See [4]. Cl 
Note that if 6:lF--*M is precomplete and 6’= Ho6 for some H: M--+ M’, then 
also 6’: lF--* M’ is precomplete. Therefore, any representation 6 = H of&Q where 
H: P, --• M is precomplete. Also, [ 6 + 6’1, wg, and & are precomplete for arbitrary 
representations 6 and 6’. 
3.3. Definition. Let S:lF--*M be a representation. 
8 satisfies the t- (c-) recursion theorem iff there is some total (computable) 
fl E [,lF -+ IF] such that 60(p) = &&,fJ( p) holds for every p E IF with I&., total. 
The precomplete representations 
theorem. 
are exactly those which satisfy the recursion 
3.4. Theorem. A representation is t- (c-) precomplete ifit satis$es the t- (c-) recursion 
theorem. 
Proof. (+) : Let 6:B--*M be c-precomplete. Since r: IF --*IF with r(p) := t&(p) is 
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computable, there is some computable A : IF + IF such that 
aA(p) = &(P) whenever p E dom I& 
By the t_ranslation lemma there is some computable total Z:IF+ IF such that (Vp) I 
tizc P) = & 0 A. Define 0 := A 02. Then 0 is computable and, for every p E IF with I& 
total, 
&&a(p) = &,WP) = ~&~p,~(p) = SAG = SQ(P). 
(+) : Let 6: IF --+ M satisfy the c-recursion theorem by some computable R: IF + IF. 
Let r: IF--*IF be computable. Then there is some computable 2: IF + IF such that (VP, q) 
&&q) = T(P). Fufihemore, +&J is total whenever p E dom r and therefore 
snap) = ~&&wP) = WP). 
Hence A := 0 02 : IF + IF has the desired property. 0 
As in the case of numberings for precomplete representations the equivalence 
classes of names are inseparable. 
3.5. Theorem. Let 6: IF-- + M be a t- (c-) precomplete representation and let x, y E M, 
x # y. 
Then S-‘(x) and S-l{ y} are t- (c-) efectively inseparable. 
Proof. Let q E S-‘(x), q’E a-‘{ y}. There is some computable T:IF--*IF such that 
ifxJd = 0, 
if p E dom xP and x.,(p) f 0, 
div otherwise. 
From[12]weknowthatA,:={p(~~(p)=0}andA,:={p~~~(p)=1}arec-effectively 
inseparable. Clearly, T(A,) c 6-‘(x) and T(A,) c S-l{ y}. Since S is t-precomplete, 
there is some continuous total A: IF + IF such that SA (p) = W(p), whenever p E dom K 
Hence, A(A,) c 6-‘(x) and A(A,) c S-l{ y} and therefore [ 12, Theorem 4.71 S-‘(x) 
and 6-l{ y} are t-effectively inseparable. Cl 
Rice’s theorem is a consequence. We only formulate the topological version since 
it is stronger than the computable one. 
3.6. Corollary (Rice’s theorem). Let S: IF -- + M be t-precomplete and let 8 # A 5 M. 
Then A is not S-clopen. 
Proof. Assume A is S-clopen. Then there is some total A E [IF -+ IF] such that 
S-‘(A) = A-‘(O) d n om S and S-‘(M\A) = A-‘(N\(O)) n dom 6. 
Since A-‘(O) and A-‘(N\(O)) are open and therefore not effectively inseparable, 
there is a contradiction (cf. [12, Theorem 4.71). Cl 
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3.7. Theorem. Let 6: F --• M be a t- (c-) precomplete representation and let A c M. 
Then S-‘(A) P, S-‘(A). 
Proof. Assume S-‘(A) + 6-‘(A), i.e., there is some total continuous T:ff --*IF such 
that (VP) s(p)~AeW(p)gA. 
Let r = &. Since S satisfies the t-recursion theorem, there is some total continuous 
ti:IF+lF with 
SO(q) = s&n(q) = WO(q). 
Since 60(q) E A= SI’O( q) g A, there is a contradiction. 0 
Elements with computable names play a fundamental role for computability 
theory. For any representation S there is a canonical numbering V, of the computable 
elements. 
3.8. Definition. Let 6 be a representation of M and let x E M. 
x is called &computable if x = S(p) for some recursive p. The induced numbering 
V, of MC := {x E M 1 x is &computable} is defined by I := 69,. 
3.9. Examples. (1) Let M, & be the representations of P, as defined above. Then, 
for XEN, 
X is M-computable w X is r.e., 
X is &-computable ($ X is recursive. 
Furthermore, vM is recursively isomorphic to the standard numbering W with 
Wi = dom cpi of the r.e. sets (see [lo]). 
(2) Let S,:IF--+P:= {f:N--*N} be defined by 
6,(p) := graph-%/I, if p E dom &. 
Then f~ P is &-computable iff f is computable and Q, is recursively isomorphic 
to $0. 
(3) Let S, S’ be arbitrary representations of M (respectively M’). Let f: M--* M’ 
and let A E M. Then 
f is [ 6 + S’]-computable ($ f is (6, S’)-computable, 
A is w,-computable @ A is S-provable, 
A is &computable (j A is S-decidable. 
Computability w.r.t. representations forces computability w.r.t. the induced num- 
bering of the computable elements. 
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3.10. Lemma. Let 8,s’ be representations of M (respectively M’), let A E M and let 
f: M--+M’. 
(1) f (6, S’)-computable+ the restriction off to MC is (v,, us,)-computable. 
(2) A S-provable (decidable)+A n MC is v,-provable (decidable). 
Proof. (1) Using oracle-Turing-machines as computability model for computable 
operators T:E--*IF, it is easy to show that for every computable T:lF--+lF there is 
some recursive g such that rpi = pg(i) for every i. Therefore, if $5 = S’r, then 
fvs =@cp = 6’l-$ = z+,g. 
(2) Similar to (1). Cl 
The converse of Lemma 3.10 does not hold in general but it follows from the 
Myhill-Shepherdson theorem [9] that for certain representations (e.g., RJJ : IF + P,, 
Sp : IF + P) and total functions computability w.r.t. the induced numberings of the 
computable elements forces representation computability. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.10 is that ‘6 d C S’+ z+ d ,,, vs,’ holds for 
arbitrary representations. Furthermore, vs is precomplete for every representation 
6 because cp is precomplete. Since precomplete m-equivalent numberings are recur- 
sively isomorphic (see [SJ) we get the following. 
3.11. Corollary. S =c a’=_) v8 and uSI are recursively isomorphic. 
4. Representations of topological spaces 
Let S : IF--+ M be a representation. Since (lF, r), where r is the set of all open 
subsets of IF, is a topological space, 6 induces a topology rs on M by 
XE~~ :H S-‘X=AndomS forsomeAEz 
rs is called the final topology of 6. It is easy to see that TV is the set of all &open 
subsets of M. 
If on M a topology r is already defined, then T = TV should hold for any 
‘reasonable’ representation S of M. 
We give some examples of final topologies. 
4.1. Example. Let kll be the enumeration representation of P,. Then the set { 0,1 e G N, 
e finite), where 0, := {X z N 1 e c X} is a basis of rM. Furthermore, k4l is an open 
mapping w-r. t. rW. 
Proof. Obviously, { 0, ( e c N, e finite} is a basis of a topology r on P,. For e c N 
finite we have R&*0, = U{[ w] 1 (V iE e) (3j) w(j) = if 1) is open in IF. 
On the other hand, for w E W(N), M([w]) = 0, with e = {iI w(j) = i+ 1). 
Therefore, RY! is continuous and open w.r.t. T. Cl 
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4.2. Example. The final topology of &:IF--+P, can be characterized by the basis 
{O+ 1 d, e E N, finite} where Od,e = {X c N 1 d c X c N\e}. 
4.3. Example. The final topologies I&, : IF + IF” and 17a : IF + IF” are the product 
topologies of IF. II,, and 17, are homeomorphisms. The same holds for K’ : IF + N x IF. 
For convenience we shall use the following notations: If (Mi, Ti) are topological 
spaces and M is an arbitrary set, then 
?? T,lm:={XnMIX } E 71 is the topology on M induced by T1, 
?? inf( T1, T2) is the topology on M, n M, with basis {X, n X2 ( Xi E Ti (i = 1,2)}, 
?? SUp(~~,~~):={XCM~UM~JXnMiE7i (i=l,Z)}, 
?? @ i Ti is the product topology on X i Mie 
The next lemma describes the behaviour of final topologies w.r.t. reduction and 
product. 
4.4. Lemma. Let the 6i’s be representations of Mi with jinal topologies Tie Then 
(1) 8, St S2 * r21 M, c r1 especially S, St fS2 * 71 = r2, 
(2) SUP(T1, 72) = T(8*“S*), inf(T1, 72) c T(s,,+), 
(3) T@ - * - @ 7, s T[&, . . . , a,], 0 ’ i Ti C T[gili* 
Proof. (1) Let Ai := dom Si and let 6: := Si 1 Ai. Suppose 8, 6 t ~3~. Then there is some 
continuous .Z: A, + A2 with 8; = S&5. Therefore, for every X c M2: 
X E 72 3 (&)-‘x is open + ~-‘(8~)-‘X = (a:)-‘(X n M,) is open 
+ X n Ml E 72 holds for every X G M2. 
(2) Suppose XE sup(~~, TV). Then there are V c W(N) with SY’(X n Mi)= 
lJ([W]lWE Vi} (i=1,2). 
Let V:={2w(wE V,}u{2w+l~ WE V2}. Then (S,US~)-~X=U{[WJ~WE V} and 
hence X E T(~,~~~). 
Conversely, for X E T(~,,~,) follows Xn MiETi (i=1,2) by (l), i.e., XE 
suP(T,, 72). 
NOW let X = X1 n X2 where Xi E Tim Then, by (l), {X1 n M2, X2 n M,} C T(g,,sz), 
hence X = X1 n M2 n X2 n M, E T(~,~~~). 
(3) SupposeOi~Ti(i~N).Then[6i]i(OoXO,X~~~)=~’m’~~~1O0~8~1O1~~~~) 
is open in dom[Si]p Therefore, 0, X 0, X - - - E T[~,I~. 
The proof for [S,, . . . , S,] is similar. 0 
It should be noted that there are representations S and S’ with TV = TV, but not 
6 =t 6’. Examples are the decimal representation and the standard representation 
of the real numbers. 
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In the examples above we characterized the final topologies for given representa- 
tions. Now we shall define ‘natural’ representations for given topologies. The spaces 
we consider are separable TO-spaces. 
(A topological space is separable iff it has a countable basis. It is a T,,-space iff 
any two points can be distinguished by open sets.) 
4.5. Definition. Let (M, 7) be a separable TO-space and let U be a numbering of a 
basis of r. For XEM let e,(x):=(i~N(x~ Ui). A standard representation S,:ff--*M 
of (M, 7) is defined by dom S, := W’E,( M) and S,(p) := e,%Ilp whenever p E 
dom 6,. 
Since 7 is a TO-space, E,. * M + P, is injective and therefore 6,(p) is well-defined. 
A standard representation of a separable TO-space has remarkable properties. 
4.6. Theorem. Let (M, r), U, and 6, be as above. Then 
( 1) 6, is continuous and open, especially r = rs,. 
(2) For any topological space ( M', 7’) and any H: M --• M’, HS, continuous + H 
continuous. 
(3) 5% & for any 
range l c M.) 
continuous c: F - - + M. ( Note that 5 is a representation of 
Proof. (1) It is easy to see that E,: M + P, is continuous and open. Since the same 
holds for the representation l&tl: IF + P,, also 6, is open and continuous. 
(2) Immediate from (1). 
(3) Let 5: IF --+ M be continuous. Then 
(Vn) (VPE dom 5) (5(p)~ u, @ W) l[~[“‘l~ K). 
There is some continuous A: IF + IF such that 
MAP = {n ((Sk) 5[p[k1]E UJ. 
Therefore, (Vp E dom 6) l(p) = &A(p). Cl 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6 is that all the standard representations 
of a separable TO-space are topologically equivalent. Therefore, the equivalence 
class { 6 16 st S,} is independent of the numbering U. 
Since t-equivalent representations induce the same kind of continuity theory, the 
following definition is reasonable. 
4.7. Definition. Let S be a representation of a separable TO-space (M, T). 6 is 
t-eflective (admissible) w.r.t. 7 iff S =t S, for some standard representation 8,. 
Clearly, the admissible representations of (M, T) form exactly the equivalence 
class (8 16 st 6,) for arbitrary U. 
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4.8. Corollary. Let 6 represent a separable T,-space (M, 7). 
S is admissible 
ti 6 is continuous and 6 6, S for any continuous 5: IF--+ M 
e S is continuous and S U 6, S for some numbering U of a basis of r. 
Examples for admissible representations are the following: 
( 1) The enumeration representation M of P,. 
(2) The representations fl,: IF + IF”, fl, : IF + ffN, and 17-l : IF + N x IF. 
(3) The representations of effective cpo’s defined by Weihrauch and Schafer [ 131. 
Proof of Corollary 4.8. (1) By Ui := {A c N 1 Di c N} a numbering U of a basis of 
7M can be defined. We prove 6,s:,M. 
By definition, S,(p) = e;%Ap = U { Di 1 i E h/U,} if p E dom 6,. Let 
r(p)(i,j, kP= 
k+l ifp(j)= i+l and kG Dj, 
o 
otherwise. 
Then r: F + IF is computable and Mr( p) = 6,(p) for every p E dom 8,. 
(2) Since n, is a homeomorphism 
17,( n’“)c)( p) if p E dom 5, and therefore 
similar. Cl 
for any continuous <: ff --+F”, c(p) = 
5 st II,,. The proofs for H, and n-’ are 
Note that a representation can be admissible only w.r.t. its final topology. Clearly, 
there are representations of separable T,-spaces which are not admissible. The 
decimal representation of real numbers is an example. 
Topological continuity and continuity w.r.t. admissible representations are closely 
related. 
4.9. Theorem. Let (Mi, Ti) be separable T,-spaces and let 6i: IF--+ Mi be admissible 
representations (i = 1,2). Let F = M,--+ M2. 
(1) F is (T,, r2)-continuouse F is weakly (S,, &)-continuous. 
(2) F is (TV, TJ-continuous and dom FE G6(~1)~F is (S,, &)-continuous. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we may assume 6i and S2 to be standard representations. 
(1) Let F: MI--+ M2 be ( 71, T2) -continuous and let 6 ‘:= Fo8,. Then 6’: F--*M is 
continuous and, by Theorem 4.6(3), 6’ 6, S2. I.e., F6,( p) = SJ( p) for all p E dom FS, 
with some continuous K Conversely, let F be weakly (S,, &)-continuous, i.e., 
FS, = 8J for some continuous K Since S2 is continuous, the same holds for FS, 
and by Theorem 4.6(2) also F is continuous. 
(2) Let F be continuous and dom F E G6( TV), i.e., dom F = nie.N Oi, where Oi E ~1 
for i E N. Since S1 is continuous, there are sets 0: open in B such that dom FS, = 
6;’ dom F=nieN Oindom &. 
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By (1) there is some r~[%+lF] with F&(p)=SJ(p) for all pEdomFS,. Now 
let r, be the restriction of r to the G&-set nOi. Then, dom r, = dom r n nOi is a 
GB-set and hence r, E [IF + IF], and, for every p E dom 6,, 
pEdom F6, + S,T,(p)=FS,(p) 
and 
pcdomFS, * pedomr,. 
This means that F is strongly (S,, S,)-continuous. Cl 
For some special representations, the converse of (2) also holds. We shall introduce 
such a representation of the real numbers in a following paper. 
For (strongly) (6, S’)-continuous functions also an effective version of (T, 7’) - 
continuity can be shown. Let U ( U’) be a numbering of some basis of 7 (7’) with 
(Vi, j) (3k) Ui n Uj = Uk and let o,(p) := IJ{ Ui 1 i E M,} be the ‘natural’ representa- 
tion of 7. A function F: (M, 7) --+ (M’, T’) is called effectively (7, 7’) -continuous iff 
F-‘:T’+T domF is (o,,w, 1 dom F) -continuous. 
4.10. Lemma. Let 6 be an admissible representation of (M, r) and let U be a numbering 
of a basis ofr with (Vi,j) (3k) Uin Uj= Uk. Then o,stog. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. assume S = 8,. Then since S is continuous and open, 
holds whenever p E dom 6, q E IF. Using the smn-theorem one can easily construct 
some total C E [IF + F] such that dom xxt4) = {p 1 S(p) E mu(q)}, i.e., w,(q) = wJ( q) 
for all q E IF. Conversely, for p E dom og, og( p) = U{ S[ w] 1 [w] c dom xP} holds. Since 
for w E W(N) there is some j E N with S[w] = Uj, there is some r E [IF + IF] with 
Mir(P) = {j I(3[ w] E dom xP) 6[ w] = Uj} and hence og( p) = oJ( p) whenever p E 
dom og. Cl 
An immediate consequence is that the notion of effective (7, #)-continuity is 
independent of the numbering U. 
4.11. Theorem. Let S (6’) be 
(M’, r’)). 
admissible representations of (M, r) (respectively 
A function F: M --+ M’ is (6, a’)-continuous ifl it is eflectively (r, r’)-continuous. 
Proof. Assume S = 6, (8’ = a,,). Then there are A, A’ E [IF + ff] with oL( p) = w,,A’( p), 
as(q) = o,A(q) whenever p EF, q E dom og. Let F be (6, S’)-continuous by r E 
[IF -+ IF]. Then, by the smn-theorem there is some total t; E [IF + IF] with x2(p) = xJ’A’ 
and hence 
F-‘Q( p) = F-‘o,#A’( p) = wJ( p) n dom F = w,AZ( p) n dom F 
whenever p E dom mu,, i.e., F-’ is (o,,, o, 1 dom F)-continuous. 
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Conversely, let 
mm cPr(,j = V). men, 
F-* be (q’, o, 1 dom F)-continuous by 0 and let r E ff with 
F-1 ui = F-lwuC~r(i)l = U{ uj 1.j f Mf2~,,,jl 
and therefore &3(p) E U:G(~~E fMl,,,J S(p) E Ui 
Choose r E [IF + IF] such that 
MJ rep)= 6 I(3 E lam,) j E W2,,J, (ViEN) (VpEiF) T(p)(i)#O. 
Then, for p E dom 6, 
pEdomF6 3 S’A(p)=FS(p) 
and 
p@domFS + Ml d(pJ=Q) + A(p)=div. 
Hence F is (i-3,6’)-continuous. Cl 
Also Theorem 4.11 shows that our approach is very consistent. 
Separable complete metric spaces are important in analysis and functional analy- 
sis. The following example gives a direct construction of an admissible representation 
of a separable complete metric space for which a numbering of a dense subset is given. 
4.12. Example (Separable complete metric space). Let (M, d) be a metric space and 
let p be a numbering of a dense subset Cc_ M. Then all the elements of M can be 
represented by Cauchy-sequences on C. This idea induces a representation S, of M by 
and 
dom 8, = { p ) (pp( i)) iEN is a Cauchy-sequence} 
6,(p) = lim /3p(i) for all p E dom 8,. 
But 6, is not admissible because the final topology of S, is trivial (i.e., rS, = (8, M}). 
A second condition on the domain of the representations forcing the speed of convergence 
gives a satisfactory result: 
Define SNC : IF--+ M by 
dom 6NC ={p((W d(Pp(i+l),pp(i))a2-‘} 
and 
&d P> = a,( P) forp E dam k. 
Then lSNC is admissible w.r.t. the topology rd induced on M by d. 
Proof. (1) Suppose X # 0 is &open, i.e., there is some Ac W(N) with S,‘X = 
U{[ w]l w E A} n dom 6,. Choose an arbitrary y E M. Then for every v E A there is 
some p E [v] with S,(p) = y. Hence, y E X, i.e., X = M. 
-{a\&/ 5 x 5 p 1 f+.J 5 x} =: “‘PO 1cq pawauaf7 
S! A%oIodo) ISUI.J Sli pue alq!Ss!wpe 0-31~ S! “d JO J39 uo!wJuasa;rdaJ aye ‘WITH 
‘{a\f$/ 5 x 1 /f.j 3 x) =: =n S&X SrSEq I#M ~~q~‘SS~tUpE? Si #+j JBq) UMOqS aq UF3 ,I 
A[JeI!U.US SW, Jo s!sEq I? UJJOJ al!UI.J N 5 a XaqM {X 5 i? 1 f$.j 5 X} =: “0 S)aS 3qJ ll?q) put! 
aIqISS~LUp%? SI “d t -j : m W!yJ parlold ApEaJlE aAI?y aM :aldu.mxa ~euy e a@ MOU 3M 
*ded %I?MOIjOJ ay, .IO [g] aas ‘saldmexa-la)unoD JOT ‘alqrss~urpv JOU s! zg n 19 
&mua% wq zg n Ig JO L%oIodoJ leuy ayj SF (“L ‘lL)dns ‘p-p ~u.nua~ 1cq ‘~?zy) aloe 
Cl TZ8 ‘w.Ju1 
3 9 JoJ sp[Oy aU.WS aLjJ pUE aIq~SS!UIpl? S! 9 ‘33UaH ‘9 $2 ‘3’! ‘d, UIOp 3 d IIt! 
JOJ (d)Jg = (d)f ‘uau -((cI)~J ‘(d)‘~) =: (d)~ Ia? -+--4: !J snonuguo3 awes JOJ 
(d)!J!g = (d)f uay,~ 3nonuguo3 s! 9 ‘p-p sumac 6q ‘uay~_ *Zg u 19 = 9 asooya (c) 
‘a~q!SS$.rpe 
s! ‘[‘g] ‘8-p k’IIOJO3 iiq ‘pUti? ‘[$I I”> 2 ‘WIaH ‘(d)J![$] = (d)? SayS!lL’S pue 
snonuyuo:, s! J uay_~ +((d)!~) = (d)~ ia? -4*--d: !J snonu~~uor, autos JOJ !Jg = 7 
a~o~a.xay) pue snonuriuo3 s! !j ‘N EI !Icut? JOJ ‘uaq~_ +m t--d: Tld =: !f la1 ‘snonu!luoD 
aq $f~ !x ??--d : 2 ia? -snonuguo3 so ![$I ‘-a*! ‘!L !@ z ![‘9!, ‘jfp euxwa~ Icfl (2) 
-MoIaq aas ‘(Z) 01 =I!~$ (I) 
-suo!,tzluasa.xda~ pJBpUB)S aq S,$ ay, 131 ‘8-O.I’M -JOOld 
‘((“A “L)JUi “N U ‘m) -J-J-M Z79~SS~UlpV SJ (23 “g)‘JUI 3 $’ n’UV (c) 
‘(?L Jx ‘!H !.x) J 
o uo~yv~uasada a~qyss~tupv uv st ‘[‘g-J (2) 
-(Y+g.. .@b ‘“J/yx . . . 
x ‘m) Jo uojyvwsarda a~q~ss~ucpv uv s? [“g ‘ - - *“g-J (1) 
‘(N 3?> (!A ‘W) _f 
o suo!tvluasa~dar q9~ssypv a9 s,$ ayl ia7 ??waroaqL ye-p 
*suogeluasaJdar aIqrss!wpe JO saipadold amsop sa@ ura~oaql %U!MOIIOJ aye, 
??-(d)v-$ = (d)ag ‘a.xo~a~ay~~ 
‘N 3 [ hA3 JOJ .r_z 3 ((l+T)(d)vd ‘(J)(d)vd)p 
pm v u~op 3 d uay_l, -88 tuop 3 d asoddns ‘[ dm 3 (I+ [ ‘.~)]!d 
= ([)(d)v ‘N 3 [‘4 3 d1oJ ‘leyl yms .J+--4: p alqelndmo3 awes SI a.~ayi ‘&WI~AUO~ 
-3%~ mop 3 d X3AaUa~M (d)JfJg = (d)DNg ax.Iay pUE 
((-8 3 (d)-$ I([?)} = 
td)Jm ~11~ 4 f 4 :J snonuiluo3 atuos wuisuo3 01 hea s! l! 
‘Y-2 - f-2 > (‘d 
““‘“d)p (YE) ($ @‘!)g 3 (d)D”g 
amIs 
-3NQ ‘z 8g MOqS aM 
-{d~3([‘j)((.C‘!)~}U={(d)8g} 
‘{{~_Z>(‘d‘X)P~(“~)}=d~ (iV3XE)Id)=%?UJoP 
saystles ffg uor)sluasaJdaJ p~epuels Su~puodsaJlo~ aqi pue go 
JO spq e S! {~3(.I?)l@)g} ias ay3 uaycL ‘(c_z>(?d‘x)pI~3x}=:(“?)~ ial (2) 
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5. Conclusion 
This paper presents basic definitions and properties of the theory of representations 
as a tool for further research. In Section 2, the effectivity of subsets and functions 
relative to given representations is studied. It is shown that a representation is 
defined uniquely up to t- (c-) equivalence by the topological (computational) proper- 
ties induced by it. Several standard constructions of new representations from given 
ones are introduced and it is shown that these constructions respect reducibility. 
Finally, it is shown that for any two representations the supremum and infimum 
exist. In Section 3, some recursion-theoretical properties are investigated. The 
recursion theorem for precomplete representations is proved and different versions 
of Rice’s theorem are derived. It is shown that the concepts of computability 
introduced so far are consistent, and finally the numbering derived from a representa- 
tion is considered. In Section 4, topological properties are investigated. Every 
representation induces a topology on the represented set, the final topology. For 
any separable TO-space there is a distinguished uniquely defined (up to t-equivalence) 
representation which is called admissible. Admissible representations have very 
satisfactory properties some of which are investigated. 
Especially it is shown that continuity and continuity w.r.t. admissible representa- 
tions are reasonably related. There is no doubt that the admissible representations 
are the most reasonable ones for separable TO-spaces. In the case of the real numbers 
R with standard topology, several representations such as the decimal representation 
are not admissible. The concept of admissibility leads to standard representations 
of the Lp-spaces [14] and other separable TO-spaces from functional analysis. 
Therefore, the theory of constructive functional analysis is well-defined. Representa- 
tions are also useful in constructive analysis since without using intuitionistic logic 
it can be studied whether mathematical objects (sets, functions, predicates etc.) are 
constructive or not. A unified approach to constructive (and recursive) analysis may 
serve as intermediary between traditional ‘idealistic’ mathematics (not concerning 
with constructivity) and intuitionistic mathematics [ 1,2], which does not accept 
nonconstructive objects and proofs. This area will be investigated in a forthcoming 
paper. 
The study of computational complexity [6,7] is a further application of representa- 
tions. Even a canonical approach to constructive measure theory (on R) is possible 
by using an appropriate separable metric space. It should be mentioned that 
computability properties of the (t-) admissible representation 6” depend on the 
numbering U, which should be chosen as ‘c-effective’ as possible. A general rule 
does not seem to exist. 
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